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ABSTRACT
With the rapid development of social media and big data technology, user’s sequence behavior
information can be well recorded and preserved on different media platforms. It is crucial to
model the user preference through mining their sequential behaviors. The goal of sequential
recommendation is to predict what a user may interact with in the next moment based on the
user’s historical record of interactive sequence. However, existing sequential recommendation
methods generally adopt a negative sampling mechanism (e.g. random and uniform sampling)
for the pairwise learning, which brings the defect of insufficient training to the model, and
decrease the evaluation performance of the entire model. Therefore, we propose a Nonsampling Self-attentive Sequential Recommendation (NSSR) model that combines non-sampling
mechanism and self-attention mechanism. Under the premise of ensuring the efficient training
of the model, NSSR model takes all pairs in the training set as training samples, so as to achieve
the goal of fully training the model. Specifically, we take the interactive sequence as the current
user representation, and propose a new loss function to implement the non-sampling training
mechanism. Finally, the state-of-the-art result is achieved on three public datasets, Movielens1M, Amazon Beauty and Foursquare_TKY, and the recommendation performance increase by
about 29.3%, 25.7% and 42.1% respectively.

1. Introduction
In the context of the explosion of social media data, recommendation systems have played an irreplaceable role in alleviating
network information overload (Fang, Zhang, Shu, & Guo, 2020; He et al., 2017; Xu, 2018). As a branch of the recommendation
system, sequential recommendation is to predict the user’s behavior at the next moment based on the user’s historical interaction
behavior records. For example, in e-commerce shopping, users are likely to buy a mobile phone case after purchasing a mobile
phone. Because it is based on the implicit feedback data of the user’s historical interaction behavior to model user preferences,
and this implicit feedback data is easy to obtain, so sequential recommendation plays a very important role on many social media
platforms, e.g., e-commerce products recommendation (He, & McAuley, 2016b; Kang, & McAuley, 2018; Rendle, Freudenthaler, &
Schmidt-Thieme, 2010), app recommendation (Cao et al., 2017), music recommendation (Cheng, & Shen, 2016; Cheng, Shen, Zhu,
Kankanhalli, & Nie, 2017) and next POI recommendation (Bao, Zheng, Wilkie, & Mokbel, 2015; Cheng, & Shen, 2014; Cui, Shen,
Nie, Hong, & Ma, 2017; Feng et al., 2018; Jiang, Qian, Mei, & Fu, 2016; Zhao et al., 2020, 2020), etc.
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Different from the score prediction task of traditional recommendation system (Yang, Hsu, Hua, & Cheng, 2019), sequential
recommendation is essentially to mine the co-occurrence rules between items in the sequence. Therefore, previous researchers
generally use matrix factorization and Markov chains algorithms to mine the transfer relationship (He, Kang and McAuley, 2017; He
& McAuley, 2016b; Li, Lu, Cheema, Shou, & Chen, 2020a; Rendle et al., 2010), these methods can fully take into account the items
that the user has recently interacted with. Recently, with the rapid development of deep learning, Hidasi et al. firstly used recurrent
neural networks in session-based recommendation (Hidasi, Karatzoglou, Baltrunas, & Tikk, 2015); Liu, Q., Wu et al. used recurrent
neural networks to model the spatio-temporal context attributes in POI recommendations to achieve better POI recommendation
performance (Liu, Wu, Wang, & Tan, 2016; Qian, Feng, Zhao, & Mei, 2013; Shen, Wang, Yan, & Cui, 2013; Sun, Zhao, & Zhang,
2018; Wu, Li, Zhao, & Xueming, 2020); Zhao, P., Luo et al. proposed a spatio-temporal gated recurrent neural network to realize
POI recommendations (Zhao, Lou, Qian and Hou, 2020; Zhao, Luo et al., 2020). Tang, J., & Wang, K. et al. modeled the transfer
law between items in a sequence using convolutional neural networks (Li et al., 2020; Tang, & Wang, 2018). For the first time, Wu,
S., Tang, Y. et al. used graph neural networks in session-based sequence recommendation (Wu et al., 2019). Xu, C., Zhao et al. used
graph neural networks to model interactive sequences and the self-attention mechanism is added to the above, which can extract
more abstract and accurate feature expressions to further improve the recommendation performance (Xu et al., 2019). Ma, C., Ma,
L. et al.et al. took the user id embedding representation as a memory unit to model the user’s long-term preference, in which the
graph neural network models the user’s short-term interest (Hao, Dun, Zhao, Wu, & Qian, 2021; Ma, Ma, Zhang, Sun, Liu et al.,
2020a; Tang, Zhao, Bu and Qian, 2021). Recently, with the great success of the self-attention mechanism in machine translation,
the self-attention mechanism has also been used in the field of sequential recommendation, such as Kang and McAuley (2018), Li,
Wang and McAuley (2020), Wang, and Han (2021), Liu, Zhang, and Gulla (2020) and Ren et al. (2020). And these methods have
achieved good results in sequential recommendation.
However, these sequential recommendation methods mentioned above have a common shortcoming. The model training methods
are all based on a negative sampling mechanism, that is, some negative samples are randomly selected from all non-positive
instances, then build the training pairs with the positive samples to realize pairwise learning. The advantage of negative sampling
mechanism is that the model training speed is fast and the effect is good. But random negative sampling cannot consider all the
negative samples in the dataset, so it is not conducive to the full training of the model (Wang, Hu, Wang, Cao, Sheng et al.,
2019). If the model samples all non-positive instances as negative samples, it will bring about time-consuming and inefficient model
training (Hidasi et al., 2015).
In order to solve the above challenges, we propose the NSSR model, which combines non-sampling mechanism and self-attention
mechanism. Specifically, based on the self-attention mechanism, our NSSR model takes the interactive sequence as the current user
representation and uses the whole data to build training pairs to fully train the model, so as to improve the recommendation
performance of the model. At the same time, we propose a new loss function to reduce the time complexity of the model, and
compared to the traditional non-sampling training method, the training efficiency of our NSSR model is guaranteed. Finally,
extensive empirical studies on three public datasets show our NSSR model is better than the existing sequence modeling baseline
models.
The major contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
(1) We propose a sequential recommendation method NSSR model that combines non-sampling and self-attention mechanisms
for the first time. Our NSSR model uses all the training samples of the dataset during the training process, so as to achieve the
purpose of sufficient training.
(2) We propose a new non-sampled loss function in our NSSR model, and solve the problem of high time complexity caused by
traditional non-sampling training methods, and improve the efficiency of model training.
(3) Our NSSR model achieves the best performance results on the three public sequential recommendation datasets Movielens-1M,
Amazon Beauty and Foursquare_TKY, which increased by approximately 29.3%, 25.7% and 42.1%, respectively.
The remainder of this paper is organized follows: In Section 2, we introduce the related work; Section 3 we describe the
implementation of our NSSR model in detail; Section 4 we carry out experimental verification and result analysis; Finally, we
give the conclusion and future outlook in Section 5.
2. Related works
In this section, we introduce latest research progress about the existing sequential recommendation methods, next POI
recommendation methods and negative sampling mechanism.
2.1. Sequential recommendation
In the early days, many existing sequential recommendation methods generally mine the co-occurrence rules of the items in the
sequence by modeling the item-item transfer matrix. For example, the Factorized Personality Markov Chain(FPMC) (Rendle et al.,
2010) model uses matrix factorization and Markov chains to capture long-term and short-term preferences of users, respectively.
In fact, since the last item of user interaction has a decisive effect on the current recommendation, the model based on the firstorder Markov chain can better model the transfer relationship between items in the sequence (He, Kang et al., 2017), while the
model based on the higher-order Markov chain considers the common influence of multiple items that the user has interacted
with recently. In addition, some Markov chain models consider the effect of similarity between items (He & McAuley, 2016b). In
recent years, many sequential recommendation methods based on deep learning have been proposed. For example, the GRU4Rec
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model (Hidasi et al., 2015; Zhao, Liu, Chao and Qian, 2021) uses the natural sequence modeling advantages of the recurrent neural
network to achieve good results in the session-based recommendation. The Caser model (Tang & Wang, 2018) is a model based
on a convolutional neural network. It regards the representations of 𝑛 items of the user’s recent interaction as a picture, and uses
convolution operations to model the transfer relationship between items in the sequence. Recently, SASRec model (Kang & McAuley,
2018) uses the self-attention mechanism to mine the influence of the user’s previous interactive items on the current sequence, and
has achieved the best sequential recommendation performance.
2.2. Next POI recommendation
Most of the early research on POI recommendation used collaborative filtering algorithms to characterize users’ interest
preferences, such as matrix factorization techniques incorporating various contextual information (Cui et al., 2017; Gao, Tang,
Hu, & Liu, 2015; Jiang, Qian, Shen, Fu, & Mei, 2015; Lian, Zhao, Xie, Sun, Chen et al., 2014; Liu, Pham, Cong, & Yuan, 2017; Yao,
Fu, Liu, Liu, & Xiong, 2016). However, these models only model static user preferences and cannot capture user dynamic interest
changes. Recently, due to the successful application of deep learning in the field of recommendation systems, a large number of POI
recommendation methods based on neural networks have also been proposed (Ma et al., 2020b; Yang, Bai, Zhang, Yuan, & Han,
2017; Yin, Wang, Wang, Chen, & Zhou, 2017).
The task of next POI recommendation is to use the user’s previous historical check-in data to predict the next point of interest.
Cheng, Yang, Lyu, and King (2013) proposed a method of using matrix factorization to realize personalized embedded Markov
Chain. Inspired by the application of RNN in sequential recommendation (Ding, Quan, Yao, Li, & Jin, 2020), RNN-based POI
recommendation methods have also been proposed (Li, Shen, & Zhu, 2018; Manotumruksa, Macdonald, & Ounis, 2017). For example,
the ST-RNN model (Liu et al., 2016) extends RNN to local spatio-temporal context for modeling. The CARA model (Manotumruksa,
Macdonald, & Ounis, 2018) proposes a gated GRU unit, whose purpose is to capture the dynamic changes of users’ points of interest.
Both TMCA model (Li et al., 2018) and STGN model (Zhao, Luo et al., 2020) are based on LSTM by adding a gating mechanism to
learn spatio-temporal information features. DeepMove model (Feng et al., 2018) designed a multi-modal type of RNN to learn the
transfer relationship in the sequence. And ASSPA model (Zhao, Zhang et al., 2020) takes into account the sub-sequence features
to better model the POI sequence pattern. Therefore, next POI recommendation is essentially a sequential recommendation that
incorporates contextual information.
2.3. Negative sampling mechanism
In sequential recommendation or next POI recommendation, the model training data is modeled based on the implicit feedback
data of the interaction between the user and the item, such as purchases, or check-ins. However, because implicit feedback data often
lack negative feedback samples. In order to overcome this difficulty, previous research mainly used the following two strategies: one
is a negative sampling mechanism (Chen, Yeh, & Ma, 2021; Kang & McAuley, 2018; Rendle, Freudenthaler, Gantner, & SchmidtThieme, 2012; Tang, Zhao, Wu and Qian, 2021; Zhao, Song, Xie, He, & Zhuang, 2015); the other strategy is based on the whole
data training (Hu, Koren, & Volinsky, 2008; Liang, Charlin, McInerney, & Blei, 2016).
The negative sampling strategy (Kang & McAuley, 2018; Ma et al., 2020a; Rendle et al., 2012; Tang & Wang, 2018) refers
to sampling negative instances from the data that the user has not interacted with. For example, The Bayesian Personalized
Ranking(BPR) ranking model can essentially be regarded as an improvement of negative sampling (Rendle et al., 2012). The core
idea is to randomly select negative instance entries from all training samples, and maximize the observed distance between positive
and negative instances during model training. Since the number of negative samples is limited, the time complexity of model training
will not be very high, and the training cost of the total model is acceptable (Ding et al., 2020), but the disadvantage is that each
sampling cannot cover all training samples in the training iteration, which will make the model training insufficient and reduce the
convergence speed of the model, so the model performance also highly depends on the design of the sampler (Ding et al., 2020; He,
Zhang, Kan and Chua, 2016).
The whole data training strategy is to use all the training data for training. For example, the Weighted Matrix Factorization(WMF)
model (Hu et al., 2008) assigns the missing values in the user–item score matrix to a label of 0, and then uses a point-to-point
regression mechanism to give a lower sample weight. Although the whole data training strategy has a higher coverage of negative
instance modeling, and the model training will be more adequate. But the disadvantage is that each iteration of training needs to
calculate all samples, thus the learning method will be very slow.
3. Our method
3.1. Problem formulation
Fig. 1 shows the architecture of our proposed model NSSR. First, we input the user historical interaction sequence into the
embedding layer to obtain the embedding representation of each item; Then, use the self-attention network to model the transfer
relationship between the items in the sequence and get the sequence representation of each time; Finally, at each time step 𝑡, the
model predicts the next item based on the sequence representation at the time 𝑡 through the prediction layer. Specifically, we provide
𝑢 ), where |𝑆 𝑢 | is real length of the sequence. The input of our NSSR
the user 𝑢 ∈ 𝑈 with an interactive sequence 𝑆𝑢 = (𝑆1𝑢 , 𝑆2𝑢 , … , 𝑆|𝑆
𝑢|
𝑢
𝑢
𝑢
𝑢
model is (𝑆1𝑢 , 𝑆2𝑢 , … , 𝑆|𝑆
𝑢 |−1 ), and the output ground truth at each time is the input at the next time, denoted as (𝑆2 , 𝑆3 , … , 𝑆|𝑆 𝑢 | ). In
the following sections, we describe how to build our NSSR model through the embedding layer, self-attention network, prediction
layer and the non-sampling training mechanism. Table 1 shows the mathematical symbols and their definitions used in this article.
3
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Table 1
Notation and description.
Notation

Description

U, I
Z
𝑆𝐵
𝑆𝑢
d
𝐿
a
h
E
P
Y
𝑅̂

User and item set
All users’ interaction sequences set
Batch of users’ interaction sequences
The user u’s historical interaction sequence
Item embedding size
Maximum length of model input sequence
Number of stacked self-attention modules
Parameters of prediction layer
Embedding matrix of item representation
Embedding matrix of position representation
Output of the embedding layer
Prediction score set of all candidate items
Sequence representation after the a-th self-attention module
Sequence representation after the a-th feed-forward network

𝑂𝑎
𝐹𝑎

Fig. 1. The overview architecture of our proposed NSSR model.

3.2. Embedding layer
𝑢
Given a user 𝑢’s historical interaction sequence (𝑆1𝑢 , 𝑆2𝑢 , … , 𝑆|𝑆
𝑢 |−1 ), we first convert it into a fixed-length sequence 𝑠 =
(𝑠1 , 𝑠2 , … , 𝑠𝐿 ), where 𝐿 ∈ R represents the maximum length that the model can handle. If the actual length of sequence is longer
than 𝐿, then the nearest 𝐿 items the user recently interacted with are considered. If the actual length of the sequence is shorter than
L, we fill in the left side of the sequence until the length of the sequence is L, where 𝟎 is used as the padding items. Suppose the
item embedding matrix is 𝐸 ∈ R|𝐼|×𝑑 , where |𝐼| ∈ R is the number of all items, 𝑑 ∈ R is the embedding dimension. Since the order
of the items in the interaction sequence plays a very important role in the recommendation performance, and the self-attention
mechanism does not inherently have the ability to model the position of item in the sequence. Therefore, we add the learnable
positional embedding 𝑃 ∈ R𝐿×𝑑 , so we have:

⎡ 𝐸1 + 𝑃 1 ⎤
⎢
⎥
𝐸 + 𝑃2 ⎥
𝑌 =⎢ 2
⎢⋯
⎥
⎢𝐸 + 𝑃 ⎥
𝐿⎦
⎣ 𝐿

(1)

where 𝑌 ∈ R𝐿×𝑑 is the output of the embedding layer, 𝐸𝑖 ∈ R1×𝑑 , 𝑃𝑖 ∈ R1×𝑑 are the item 𝑖’s embedding representation and position
representation in the sequence, respectively. In the experiment, we also tried to use the fixed position embedding method (Vaswani
et al., 2017), but the final recommendation performance is not as good as the learnable position embedding.
4
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3.3. Self-attention network
As shown in Fig. 1, the self-attention network is composed of 𝑎th self-attention modules. Each self-attention module consists
of a masked multi-head attention layer and a forward–forward network. Below we will describe in detail the implementation and
function of each part of the self-attention network.

3.3.1. Masked multi-head attention layer
The multi-head attention mechanism was first used in neural machine translation (Vaswani et al., 2017) to model the semantics of
the entire sentence and achieved great success. The following formulas give the calculation function of masked multi-head attention
mechanism:
MMH(𝑄, 𝐾, 𝑉 ) = 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑎𝑡(ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑑1 , ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑑2 , … , ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑑ℎ0 )

(2)

ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑖 = 𝑀𝑎𝑠𝑘𝑒𝑑𝐴𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛(𝑄𝑊𝑖𝑄 , 𝐾𝑊𝑖𝐾 , 𝑉 𝑊𝑖𝑉 ), 𝑖 ∈ {1, 2, … , ℎ0 }

(3)

(
̂ 𝐾,
̂ 𝑉̂ ) =
𝑀𝑎𝑠𝑘𝑒𝑑𝐴𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛(𝑄,

(
sof tmax

𝑄̂ 𝐾̂ 𝑇
√ 𝑀
𝑑0

))
𝑉̂

(4)

where 𝑑0 = 𝑑∕ℎ0 , 𝑑 ∈ R is the item embedding size, ℎ0 ∈ R is the number of heads. 𝑄 or 𝑄̂ represents the query vector, 𝐾
or 𝐾̂ represents the key vector, and 𝑉 or 𝑉̂ represents the value vector, 𝑀 is the mask matrix to blind the future interaction
information in the current interaction sequence. 𝑊𝑖𝑄 ∈ R𝑑×𝑑0 , 𝑊𝑖𝐾 ∈ R𝑑×𝑑0 , and 𝑊𝑖𝑉 ∈ R𝑑×𝑑0 represent three parameter matrices
to be learned, which are used to realize linear mapping. The masked multi-head attention mechanism first split original embedding
space, and then the attention mechanism is operated on each segmented embedding space, finally concatenate them. Among them,
̂ and
the attention weight calculation formula (4) calculates the correlation weight between the query vector 𝑄̂ and the key vector 𝐾,
then multiplies it with the value 𝑉̂ to get the final weight sum. That is, the original value 𝑉̂ is given different weights in different
√
dimensions of the feature space to obtain better feature representation. And 𝑑0 is used for scaling to prevent the inner product
value from being too large.
In our NSSR model, we take the output 𝑌 ∈ R𝐿×𝑑 of the embedding layer as the input of the masked multi-head attention layer,
the specific calculation is as follows:
(5)

𝑂 = MMH (𝐿𝑎𝑦𝑒𝑟𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚(𝑌 ), 𝑌 , 𝑌 ) + 𝐿𝑎𝑦𝑒𝑟𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚(𝑌 )
𝑥−𝜇
LayerNorm (𝑥) = 𝛼 ⊙ √
+𝛽
𝜎2 + 𝜀

(6)

where 𝑂 ∈ R𝐿×𝑑 is the output of masked multi-head attention layer. We only perform layer normalization operations on the
query vector. And we also perform residual connection on the output of the masked multi-head attention layer, because residual
connections can effectively make up for the serious problem of information loss caused by deep neural network, and at the same
time can effectively use the features of different levels (He, Zhang, Ren and Sun, 2016).
The calculation formula of the layer normalization operation is formula (6), where ⊙ represents the product between two matrix
elements, 𝜇, 𝜎 are the mean and standard deviation of the input 𝑥 respectively, and 𝛼, 𝛽 are the scaling factor and bias to be learned.
It can aggregate too large or too small eigenvalues in the non-linear interval of the activation function to prevent gradient explosion
or gradient disappearance (Ba, Kiros, & Hinton, 2016).

3.3.2. Feed-forward network
As shown in Fig. 1, the self-attention module mainly consists of two parts, one is the masked multi-head attention layer, and
another is the feed-forward network.
The masked multi-head attention mechanism can take into account the features of the user’s historical interactive items through
weighting, but it is always a linear mapping. In order to give the model nonlinear modeling capabilities and fully consider the
impact of interactions between features of different dimensions, we connect two fully-connected feed-forward layers:
(
)
𝐹 = 𝐹 𝐹 𝑁 (𝑂) = (𝑅𝑒𝑙𝑢 𝐿𝑎𝑦𝑒𝑟𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚(𝑂)𝑊1 + 𝑏1 )𝑊2 + 𝑏2 + 𝐿𝑎𝑦𝑒𝑟𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚(𝑂)
(7)
where 𝑂 ∈ R𝐿×𝑑 , 𝐹 ∈ R𝐿×𝑑 are the output of masked multi-head attention layer and the output of the feed-forward network,
𝑊1 , 𝑊2 ∈ R𝑑×𝑑 , and 𝑏1 , 𝑏2 ∈ R1×𝑑 are model parameters to be learned. Similarly, in order to prevent the phenomenon of gradient
disappearance or gradient explosion in the process of model training, we perform the layer normalization operation on the input of
the feed-forward network, and at the same time perform residual connection on its output.
5
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3.3.3. Multiple self-attention modules
Considering the limited feature extraction ability of a single self-attention module, we stack the self-attention module, and then
define the 𝑎th module as:
(
)
𝑂𝑎 = 𝑆𝐴𝑀 𝐹 𝑎−1
(8)
𝐹 𝑎 = 𝐹 𝐹 𝑁 (𝑂𝑎 )
𝑂𝑎

(9)

R𝐿×𝑑

𝐹𝑎

R𝐿×𝑑

where
∈
is the 𝑎th output of masked multi-head attention layer,
∈
is the output of 𝑎th feed-forward network. And
we use the 𝑂 ∈ R𝐿×𝑑 to initialize the input of the first masked multi-head attention layer.
However, when we stack more self-attention modules, the amount of parameters to be learned will increase, which may lead to
overfitting during model training. Inspired by the paper (Vaswani et al., 2017), we adopted dropout operations in the self-attention
modules to realize model regularization.
3.4. Prediction layer
Given the first 𝑡 items (𝑠1 , 𝑠2 , … , 𝑠𝑡 ), after 𝑎 self-attention modules, we predict the next item based on the current sequence
representation 𝐹𝑡𝑎 ∈ R1×𝑑 . Specifically, we use the matrix decomposition layer to predict the probability that the next item is the
𝑖th item:
𝑅̂ 𝑡,𝑖 = ℎ(𝐹𝑡𝑎 ⊙ 𝐸𝑖 )𝑇

(10)

where 𝑅̂ 𝑡,𝑖 ∈ R represents prediction score of candidate item 𝑖 ∈ 𝐼 at time 𝑡 ∈ {1, 2, … , 𝐿}, 𝐸𝑖 ∈ R1×𝑑 is the item 𝑖’s embedding
representation, and ℎ ∈ R1×𝑑 is a randomly initialized vector and need to be learned during model training. Therefore, we can
generate the final recommendation list by sorting the scores 𝑅̂ ∈ R1×|𝐼| of all candidate items. In our experiment, in order to
prevent overfitting due to too many model parameters, we used the method of sharing the item embedding parameter.
3.5. Non-sampling mechanism training
Because most sequential recommendation models are based on negative sampling strategies (e.g. random uniform sampling),
sequential recommendation methods have inherent shortcomings in sampling design. Therefore, we propose the non-sampling
training mechanism for the sequential recommendation, which overcomes the shortcomings of inadequate training caused by the
negative sampling mechanism, and redefine a new loss function to reduce the time complexity of the traditional non-sampling
method. The following will detail the non-sampling training mechanism in our NSSR model:
In the user interaction implicit feedback data of sequential recommendation, the interaction data of user 𝑢 and item 𝑖 is defined
as follows:
{
1, if 𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑟 𝑢 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑠 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑚 𝑖
𝑅𝑢,𝑖 =
(11)
0,
otherwise.
Generally, traditional non-sampling learning uses the loss function of weighted regression:
∑∑ (
)2
𝐿(𝛩) =
𝑐𝑢𝑖 𝑅𝑢,𝑖 − 𝑅̂ 𝑢,𝑖

(12)

𝑢∈𝑈 𝑖∈𝐼

𝑅̂ u,i = 𝑝𝑢 𝑞𝑖𝑇

(13)
R1×𝑑

where 𝑈 ∈ R is the set of all users, 𝐼 ∈ R is the set of all items, 𝑐𝑢𝑖 ∈ R is the weight of a sample, and 𝑝𝑢 ∈
is the user u’s
representation, 𝑞𝑖 ∈ R1×𝑑 the item i’s representation. So we can get the time complexity of the loss function (12) as 𝑂(|𝑈 | |𝐼|𝑑), 𝑑
is the item embedding size, which is too high to train the neural network-based model. Inspired by the literature (Chen, Zhang,
Zhang, Liu, & Ma, 2020), we have the following theorem:
Theorem 1. For a prediction function is the following generalized matrix factorization model,
)
(
𝑅̂ u,i = ℎ𝑇 𝑝𝑢 ⊗ 𝑞𝑖
R𝑑×1 ,

R𝑑×1

(14)

R𝑑×1

where 𝑝𝑢 ∈
𝑞𝑖 ∈
is user representation and item representation, ℎ ∈
is the parameter of prediction layer, and ⊗ refers to
vector dot product operations. The gradient of the non-sampling loss function (12) is equivalent to the following formula:
)
∑ ∑
∑ ∑ ((
)
𝐼+
𝐼− ̂ 2
𝐼+ ̂
𝐼− ̂ 2
̃
𝐿(𝛩)
= 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡 +
𝑐𝑢𝑖
− 𝑐𝑢𝑖
𝑅𝑢,𝑖 − 2𝑐𝑢𝑖
𝑅𝑢,𝑖
(15)
𝑐𝑢𝑖
𝑅𝑢,𝑖 +
𝑢∈𝑈𝐵 𝑖∈𝐼

𝑢∈𝑈𝐵 𝑖∈𝐼 +

𝐼− ∈ R is the weight of negative samples,
where 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡 ∈ R is a constant symbol, 𝑈𝐵 ∈ R is a batch of users, 𝐼 + is set of positive samples, 𝑐𝑢𝑖
𝐼+
𝑐𝑢𝑖
is the weight of positive samples.
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Since the prediction layer of our NSSR model is also a matrix factorization model, and we take the sequence feature 𝐹𝑡𝑎 obtained
by the user interaction sequence through the self-attention network as the current user representation. So we have:
𝑝𝑢 = (𝐹𝑡𝑎 )𝑇

(16)

𝑞𝑖 = (𝐸𝑖 )𝑇

(17)

Finally, combined with formulas (10) (15) (16) and (17), the new non-sampling training loss function of our NSSR model is
equivalent to:
((
)(
)
)
𝑑 ∑
𝑑
)
∑
∑
∑
∑ ∑ ((
(
)
)
𝑎
𝑎
̃
𝐿(𝛩)
=
𝐹𝑡,𝑘
𝐹𝑡,𝑙
𝑐 𝐼− 𝐸𝑖,𝑘 𝐸𝑖,𝑙
ℎ𝑘 ℎ𝑙
+
1 − 𝑐 𝐼− 𝑅̂ 2𝑡,𝑖 − 2𝑅̂ 𝑡,𝑖 + 𝜆‖𝛩‖2
(18)
𝑘=1 𝑙=1

𝑡∈𝑆𝐵

𝑖∈𝐼

𝑡∈𝑆𝐵 𝑖∈𝐼 +

where 𝑆𝐵 ∈ R is a batch of interaction sequences, 𝑐 𝐼− ∈ R is the average weight of negative samples, 𝐹𝑡𝑎 ∈ R1×𝑑 is sequence
representation at current t, 𝐸𝑖 ∈ R1×𝑑 is the embedding representation of the item i, ℎ ∈ R1×𝑑 are parameters to be learned in the
prediction layer, 𝑘 and 𝑙 represent the index of the embedding dimension, 𝜆 is the regularization coefficient, 𝛩 is all parameters to
be learned in our NSSR model. Therefore, the non-sampling loss (18) updates 𝛩 through back propagation until convergence. In
(
)
this way, the theoretical time complexity of our non-sampling mechanism is reduced to 𝑂 (|𝐵| + |𝐼|)d2 + ||𝐼 + || 𝑑 , |𝐼 + | is the number
of positive feedback samples. Because the number of positive feedback samples is generally much smaller than |𝑆𝐵 | |𝐼|, the time
complexity of our NSSR model is acceptable in real recommendation scenarios.
4. Experimental results and discussion
4.1. Datasets
We experienced our NSSR model on three public datasets. The three datasets are:
(1) Movielens-1M: MovieLens dataset was originally an official dataset for movie classification, and now is widely used in
the research of sequential recommendation methods. In our experiment, the version we choose is MovieLens-1M, a movie dataset
containing one million ratings.
(2) Amazon Beauty: The Amazon product dataset was first published by Professor Julian McAuley in Ref. He, and McAuley
(2016a). This dataset covers the behavior records of users purchasing goods from May 1996 to July 2014, including various
information such as user reviews and purchase timestamps for products. In our experiment, we select the ‘‘Beauty’’ category dataset,
because the Amazon Beauty dataset has high sparsity and diversity.
(3) Foursquare_TKY: The foursquare dataset (Zhao et al., 2020) contains the check-in data in New York and Tokyo from April
2012 to February 2013. Among them, New York has 227,428 check-in records, and Tokyo has 573,703 check-in records. Each
check-in record includes user ID, point of interest ID, timestamp, GPS location and other semantic information. This data set is
often used to study LBSN recommendation based on time and location. In our experiment, we choose the ‘‘Yokyo’’ dataset for
sequential recommendation and named ‘‘Foursquare_TKY’’.
4.2. Compared methods
In the experiment, we used the following six mainstream sequential recommendation compared methods:
(1) Pop: This is a non-personalized recommendation model based on item popularity, and it always recommends the most popular
item to the user every time;
(2) BPR-MF (Rendle et al., 2012): This method is a classic matrix factorization recommendation model. But in the sequential
recommendation, the difference from the traditional matrix factorization model is that it regards the sequence of user interaction
items as the current user representation, and uses the Bayesian ranking objective function to optimize;
(3) FPMC (Rendle et al., 2010): This method combines matrix factorization and first-order Markov chain to perform sequential
recommendation. The advantage is that it can capture the user’s short-term preferences and model the transition relationship from
item to item;
(4) GRU4Rec (Hidasi et al., 2015): This method uses GRU units to build a recurrent neural network, which was originally used
for session-based user click sequence modeling. In this experiment, we use embedding vectors instead of one-hot vectors to represent
items;
(5) Caser (Tang & Wang, 2018): This method is based on convolutional neural network, which is recommended by applying
horizontal and vertical convolution operations, so as to capture the transfer relationship of high-order Markov chains in the sequence;
(6) SASRec (Kang & McAuley, 2018): This method is based on self-attention, which only uses a multi-head attention mechanism
to model the transfer relationship between items in the sequence, thereby implements the function of recommending the next item.
It performances well for sequence modeling currently.
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4.3. Experimental details
BPR-MF, FPMC, GRU4Rec, Caser, and SASRec are all implemented based on the source code provided by the corresponding
authors. The input items embedding dimension of all models is fixed at 50. For Movielens-1M, the maximum length is 200, and
dropout ratio is 0.2; For Amazon Beauty, the maximum length is 50, and dropout ratio is 0.5; For Foursquare_TKY, the maximum
length is 100, and dropout ratio is 0.2. The settings of other hyper-parameters of the compared methods are consistent with those
suggested by the author of the original paper. During the preprocessing of three datasets, we excluded user interaction sequences
whose sequence length is less than 5, and also removed items that appear less than 5 times. The training dataset construction
method is to eliminate the last two items of each original sequence in the data, and then for the current moment, the next item in
the sequence is used as a positive sample, and the other items in the training dataset are used as a negative sample. For the division
of the verification dataset and the test dataset, the idea of leaving one is adopted (Zhao, Mu et al., 2020). In NSSR model, for the
𝐼− of negative samples to 0.001.
above three datasets, we set the average weight 𝑐𝑢𝑖
4.4. Evaluation metrics
In our experiment, we use hit rate (Hit) and normalized distributed cumulative gain (NDCG) to evaluate the performance of
sequential recommendation. Hit is a recall-based index used to measure whether the target item is in the top-k position of the
recommended list; NDCG is sensitive to the position of the target item, the top-ranked item will get higher score. Therefore, in
sequential recommendation, we need to rank the predicted scores of all candidate items for each sequence 𝑧. It is defined as
𝑅𝑧 = 𝑟1 , 𝑟2 , … , 𝑟|𝐼| , where |𝐼| is the total number of candidate items, and 𝑟𝑖 is the model predicted score ranking of the candidate
item 𝑖 in the sequence 𝑧. Suppose that all users’ interaction sequence set is 𝑍, the ground truth of the current sequence 𝑧’s next
interaction is the item 𝑡 ∈ [1, |𝐼|]. Then the calculation formulas of these two indicators are as follows:
𝐻𝑖𝑡@𝐾 =

|𝑍|
)
1 ∑ (
𝑓 rt < 𝐾
|𝑍| 𝑧

𝑁𝐷𝐶𝐺@ K =

(19)

|Z|
1 ∑ 2𝑓 (rt <𝐾 ) − 1
(
)
|𝑍| 𝑧 log2 rt + 2

(20)

where 𝑓 (𝑥) is an indicator function, when 𝑥 is true, the function value is 1, otherwise it is 0. 𝑟𝑡 is the predicted score ranking of the
item 𝑡.
4.5. Recommendation performance
As shown in Tables 3–5, the best performing result in each column is in bold, and the second-best performing result in each
column is underlined. We can easily see that our NSSR model achieves the best recommendation performance in the three public
datasets. And the improvement of our NSSR model relative to the best baseline is shown in the last row. Moreover, we can get the
following conclusions:
(1) The non-sampling training mechanism of our NSSR model allows the embedding representation of all items to be fully trained,
so it obtains a higher recommendation performance, and compared with the baseline SASRec model, the recommended indicators
are improved by about 29.3%, 25.7% and 42.1% on the Movielens-1M, Amazon Beauty and Foursquare_TKY dataset;
(2) We can also find that the traditional FPMC model recommendation performance is better than some models based on neural
network, especially in the sparse dataset Amazon Beauty and Foursquare_TKY. We think that because the sparser the dataset is, the
more important the items recently interacted with by the user are, so the FPMC model based on a simple first-order Markov chain
shows greater advantages.
(3) At the same time, we discuss the relationship between the sparsity of the dataset and the recommendation performance for
our NSSR model, as shown in Table 6. We can see that for the NSSR model, the longer the average sequence length of the training
samples of the dataset, the higher the density of the dataset, and the higher Hit@100 and NDCG@100 of model recommendation
performance. Other baseline models have similar rules. The reason is that the higher the density of the dataset, the longer the
interaction sequence, the better the user’s true preferences can be portrayed, and the recommendation performance will be more
accurate.
4.6. Influence of non-sampling mechanism
As shown in Fig. 2, in order to illustrate the superiority training speed and effectiveness of our NSSR model’s non-sampling
mechanism, we compared three deep learning models with different network architectures. We can see that under the premise of
the same model training time, the recommendation performance index Hit@100 of our proposed NSSR model significantly better
than the other three baseline models, which further illustrates the non-sampling training mechanism is helpful to fully train model,
so as to improve the recommendation performance of our NSSR model.
Moreover, in terms of model convergence speed, the convergence speed of the NSSR model is 2.2 s/epoch, which is significantly
better than that of 30.4 s/epoch of GRU4Rec model based on the recurrent neural network and 32.3 s/epoch of Caser model based on
the convolutional neural network. However, the convergence speed of our NSSR model is a little slower than that of 1.7 s/epoch of
8
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Fig. 2. Line graph of Hit@100 change with model training time (Movielens-1M).

Fig. 3. The impact of the number of negative samples on model recommendation performance and training speed.

SASRec model, but it is worthwhile to spend a little more time training in exchange for a significant improvement in recommendation
performance.
In order to further explore the influence of the number of negative samples on the sequential recommendation methods, we
conduct a comparison experiment of recommendation index Hit@100 and the training speed with the number of negative samples.
From Fig. 3, we can see that as the number of negative samples increases, the recommended index Hit@100 of the baseline model
SASRec will increase, but the training speed will also decrease sharply. This is because the number of negative samples increases,
the more fully the model is trained, but at the same time the calculation amount of model prediction also increases, resulting in
a decrease in the speed of model training. For our NSSR model, the advantages of non-sampling mechanism are fully utilized and
better recommendation performance is achieved. At the same time, we redefine the loss function so that our NSSR model will not
significantly increase the time cost of non-sampling training.
4.7. Influence of different components in self-attention networks
In order to fully understand our NSSR model, we conducted ablation experiments on different components of the self-attention
network, as shown in Table 7:
Through the above experimental results table, we can see that the position embedding, residual linking, layer normalization and
the number of layers in the self-attention network will have a greater impact on the final recommendation performance, among
which the residual connection module is most influential, this also shows that the residual connection is an important component of
feature enhancement. We have obtained through experiments that it is more appropriate to set the number of self-attention layers
to 2. If the number of layers is too few, the capability of feature extraction is insufficient. If there are too many layers, too many
parameters to be learned will easily lead to over-fitting.
9
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Fig. 4. Line graph of Hit@100 change with items embedding dimension d. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)

4.8. Influence of hyper-parameters
4.8.1. Impact of the negative sample average weight 𝑐 𝐼−
As can be seen from Table 8, when the average negative sample weight 𝑐 𝐼− in the loss function (18) is too high or too low, the
model recommendation performance is not optimal. When the value of the average negative sample weight 𝑐 𝐼− is less than 0.001,
the recommendation performance of our NSSR model in three datasets is better than the baseline model SASRec. Overall, when
the average negative sample weight is small, the model recommendation performance is better. This also shows that the impact of
a single negative sample training is relatively small in the sequential recommendation, so all sampling mechanism is good. In our
experiment, the value of hyperparameter 𝑐 𝐼− is unified to 0.001.
4.8.2. Impact of items embedding dimension d.
As shown in Fig. 4, we explore the relationship between the item embedding dimension and evaluation metric Hit@100 for our
NSSR model. It can be seen from the figure: (1) As the item embedding dimension increases, the Hit@100 value is also improved,
and shows a certain positive correlation. Especially for the Caser model, the item embedding dimension has a great influence on the
final recommendation performance in the Movielens-1M. We think that because the Caser model itself is modeled on the embedded
representation of items in the interactive sequence as ‘‘images’’, the reduction of item embedding dimensions will directly reduce
the interaction of item features in the same sequence, so the performance will decrease accordingly.
(2) The Hit@100 indicator size of our NSSR model is negatively correlated with the sparsity of the dataset. We think this is
because our NSSR model predicts probabilistically for all items, and the number of items in sparse datasets tends to be larger, so
that the noise predicted by the model increases, resulting in a decrease in recommended performance indicators. And in sparse
datasets, such as Amazon Beauty and Foursquare_TKY, the FPMC method based on Markov chain performs better than the deep
learning methods GRU4Rec and Caser. This also shows that the Markov chain-based model is suitable for sequence modeling of
sparse datasets.
(3) We also see that our NSSR model is significantly higher than the best baseline SASRec model in all item embedding dimensions, and further reflects the effectiveness of non-sampling mechanism. As the embedding dimension increases, the recommendation
performance of the NSSR model steadily improves, which reflects the robustness of our NSSR model.
4.8.3. Impact of maximum sequence length L
It can be seen from Table 9 that the setting of the model input interaction sequence’s maximum length 𝐿 has a direct effect on the
recommendation performance of our NSSR model. It can be seen from Table 2 that the average sequence length of the Movielens-1M
10
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Table 2
Datasets statistics(after preprocessing).
Dataset

Movielens-1M

Amazon Beauty

Foursquare_TKY

Number of users
Number of items
Average length of sequences

6040
3416
163.5

52 024
57 289
5.63

2292
7057
54.09

Density

4.840%

0.013%

0.795%

Table 3
Recommendation performance on Movielens-1M.
Movielens-1M

Hit@50

Hit@100

NDCG@50

NDCG@100

Pop
BPR-MF
FPMC
GRU4Rec
Caser
SASRec

0.1021
0.2262
0.3430
0.3639
0.4065
0.4455

0.1747
0.3314
0.4719
0.5073
0.5455
0.5932

0.0255
0.0595
0.1012
0.1081
0.1217
0.1275

0.0372
0.0765
0.1221
0.1313
0.1442
0.1515

NSSR
Improvement.

0.5474
22.87%

0.6707
13.06%

0.1858
45.70%

0.2059
35.91%

Table 4
Recommendation performance on Amazon Beauty.
Amazon Beauty

Hit@50

Hit@100

NDCG@50

NDCG@100

Pop
BPR-MF
FPMC
GRU4Rec
Caser
SASRec

0.0295
0.0487
0.0657
0.0492
0.0508
0.0699

0.0483
0.0672
0.0874
0.0710
0.0780
0.1039

0.0080
0.0127
0.0210
0.0135
0.0147
0.0202

0.0110
0.0157
0.0245
0.0182
0.0191
0.0257

NSSR
Improvement.

0.0870
24.46%

0.1251
20.40%

0.0270
28.57%

0.0332
29.18%

Table 5
Recommendation performance on Foursquare_TKY.
Foursquare_TKY

Hit@50

Hit@100

NDCG@50

NDCG@100

Pop
BPR-MF
FPMC
GRU4Rec
Caser
SASRec

0.1188
0.0968
0.1545
0.1134
0.1291
0.1571

0.1844
0.1429
0.2199
0.1828
0.1968
0.2308

0.0323
0.0258
0.0426
0.0297
0.0408
0.0434

0.0429
0.0333
0.0532
0.0409
0.0517
0.0553

NSSR
Improvement.

0.2007
27.75%

0.2736
18.54%

0.0731
68.43%

0.0849
53.53%

Table 6
The impact of the sparsity and average length of the dataset on the recommendation performance of our NSSR
model.
Dataset

Movielens-1M

Amazon Beauty

Foursquare_TKY

Average length
Density
Hit@100 of NSSR
NDCG@100 of NSSR

163.50
4.840%
0.6707
0.2059

54.09
0.7950%
0.2736
0.0849

5.63
0.0013%
0.1251
0.0332

Table 7
Influence of different components in self-attention networks.
Hit@100

Movielens-1M

Amazon Beauty

Foursquare_TKY

Original
No position embedding
No residual connection
No layer normalization
Number of self-attention layer = 1(default 2)

0.1021
0.2262
0.3430
0.3639
0.4065

0.1747
0.3314
0.4719
0.5073
0.5455

0.0255
0.0595
0.1012
0.1081
0.1217
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Table 8
The effect of setting the negative sample weight average 𝑐 𝐼− on the recommendation indicator Hit@100 of NSSR
model.
cI−

Movielens-1M

Amazon Beauty

Foursquare_TKY

0.1
0.01
0.001
0.0005
0.0001

0.5808
0.6353
0.6707
0.6651
0.6263

0.0853
0.1066
0.1251
0.1172
0.1013

0.1684
0.1842
0.2491
0.2526
0.2367

Table 9
The effect of setting the maximum sequence length 𝐿 on the recommendation effect of NSSR model(Movielens-1M).
n

Hit@50

Hit@100

NDCG@50

NDCG@100

10
50
100
150
200

0.4419
0.5334
0.5422
0.5442
0.5474

0.5604
0.6546
0.6656
0.6671
0.6707

0.1518
0.1805
0.1853
0.1827
0.1858

0.1710
0.2002
0.2053
0.2027
0.2059

Fig. 5. Visualization diagram of item position weight in our NSSR model (Movielens-1M). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend,
the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

dataset is 163.5, but when 𝐿 is 100, the model recommendation performance has achieved good results, indicating that the user’s
recent interactive items have played a more important role in the sequential recommendation. At the same time, as the sequence
length increases, the model recommendation performance continues to improve, reflecting the user’s early historical action is also
useful for sequence modeling. In the same way, for the other two datasets, after comparing the results of ablation experiments, we
selected the appropriate maximum sequence lengths respectively. The maximum sequence length of the Amzon Beauty dataset is
50, and the maximum sequence length of the Foursquare_TKY dataset is 100.
4.9. Visualization experiment
In order to further understand the reason why our NSSR model can perform better in sequential recommendation, we explore
the influence of the user’s previous interactive item’s position on the next item recommendation, we conducted a sequence item
position weight visualization experiment on Movielens-1M dataset. We draw a heat map Fig. 5 by saving the weights of the 20 item
positions that the user has recently interacted with. The vertical axis represents the position of the user’s interactive item at the
current moment, and the horizontal axis represents the position of the user’s previous interaction item. The color represents the
weight size between the two. We can see from the picture:
(1) The upper right corner is all yellow, indicating that the NSSR model does not use the user’s future interactive item information,
which corresponds to the mask mechanism of the masked multi-head attention layer in our NSSR model and is in line with the basic
requirements of the sequential recommendation task;
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(2) The green parts with large weights in Fig. 5 are concentrated near the diagonal, and most of the bottom left corner is yellow,
which shows that the items recently interacted by the user play a more important role in our NSSR model;
(3) In addition to the diagonal lines, there are more green parts in other parts of Fig. 5, which shows that our NSSR model has
the ability to capture long-term preferences of users, that is, the ability to model long sequence predictions.
5. Conclusion and future work
In this paper we propose a sequential recommendation method NSSR, which combines the advantages of both non-sampling
training and self-attention mechanism for the first time. On the basis of self-attention mechanism modeling items and item transition
relationship, we take the interaction item sequence as the current user representation, and we propose a new loss function to realize
the non-sampling mechanism to ensure efficient training of our NSSR model. Finally our NSSR model obtains the current best
recommended performance on three public datasets. In addition, we put forward two suggestions about sequential recommendation:
(1) In view of the limitations of the negative sampling mechanism in sequential recommendation, we proposed an improved
method for non-sampling training for the first time, and we will do further exploration in difficult samples mining (Ding et al.,
2020; Wang, Xu, He, Cao, Wang et al., 2020);
(2) For sequential recommendation, the user’s dwell time on the item is very important. Although the researchers have recently
proposed some improved methods of using time information (Li, Wang et al., 2020), there is few work that considers fine-grained
time information, such as seasons and holidays.
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